Title word cross-reference

1 [PPS21, WZW07]. 180° [HZG07]. 2
DPR18, DPR20, EAK+06, HU04, KVSM11,
KNN10, KNK23, RR05, SSF23, TMSS04,
YPYW04]. 3 [BYNZ05, BME07, BH10,
DDSP13, CCL+07, CH08, DPR20, GCO+06,
HKP+19, HSEI03, HFI15, HZPH01,
HN02, HWH01, HU04, JKM21, Käm08,
KZCP07, KKW06, IWT02, LGS+01,
MMP+14, MI17, MA12, NVN+12, NBB05,
PW05, PFQ+15, PBHM03, SAA+07, SH20,
Sha22, SLN04, SW05, SD01, SL09, TSY+03,
TCB06, TMBO4, VDPT19, WSO+03,
YPYW04, YCL13, YF20, YMA03, dSMP15]
3D [KA13]. c [KS20, MA02]. K
[FHR23, FR16]. L [DSA15]. N
[FR16, FD08]. p [BJ16]. S [KSJ21].

-Base [MCT23]. -Dimension [MIH17].
-Mean [KS20, MA02]. -Nearest [FHR23].
-Norm [BJ16]. -Point [FD08]. -Systems
[DSA15]. -Transform [KSJ21].

1 [PB23]. 121 [Raj23]. 19 [Aro22, GSSM22].
2 [GSSM22, YCWZ09]. 256 [PPS21].

3-Stage [RRR23].
7 [PK01, WCRW01].

AAM [SG11]. Abdomen [SS16].
Abnormalities [SJ21, SM21].
Abnormality [SMR15]. ABSolute [Lee02].
Accelerated [Bha17, KA13, ZSXL08].
Accelerating [CH08].
Achievements [VDKP05].
Acquired [DC05].
Acquiring [LF08].
Active [AAS04, DPR06, GGC18, LQDZ15, SD01, WL12, dSP16].
Activities [WHC13].
Activation [BR22].
Active [AAS04, DPR06, GGC18, LQDZ15, SD01, WL12, dSP16].
Activities [WHC13].
Activation [BR22].
LZF15, LWT02, LG03, MG23, MHN08, MS04, NR20, Pap07, PIG21, PD17, RTP+23, Ran12, RR21, RLKB01, SNL12, SSS04, SDK18, SG13, SRK22a, VG09, WHC13, WXS07, XTY07, YPYW04, YDZ11, YZ04, ZDT05, KKB02, SL02. **Approaches** [AU07, GA23, Mas19]. **Approximately** [AK09]. **Approximating** [BAR20, BYNZ05]. **Approximation** [MKS+09, RR13, SSS04]. **Arabic** [GKV23, GGTC22a, GGTC22b, OJD20]. **Arbitrary** [NFP10]. **Arc** [PDB12, SP20]. **Archaeological** [BYN22]. **Architecture** [DPR18, DPR20, FHR23, JM22, JJ22, KM12, Nno17a, PK22, PBK23, PFQ+15, VP22]. **Architectures** [GGS21, Nno17b]. **Area** [DPR18, PS22, Ska06]. **Areas** [SBDN22]. **Arguments** [RRR23]. **Arithmetic** [DPR20]. **Arnold** [JKM21]. **Array** [LW06]. **Arrhythmia** [PSJ20, TSJ20]. **Art** [THBR05]. **Arteries** [HSEI03]. **Artifacts** [ASV13]. **Artificial** [DTJ10, ETB22, GS23, KS20]. **Artistic** [BSS07, LYT06, LXX+01]. **Assembly** [WGPC03]. **Assess** [Sch03]. **Assessing** [TS02]. **Assessment** [ESJaO23, Mas19, NMR11, WZPW11, YW11]. **Assist** [JRR21a]. **Assistance** [TR10]. **Assisted** [SG21]. **Assistive** [KB15]. **Asymmetry** [GS03]. **Asynchronous** [GS+08]. **Atlas** [MF22]. **Atmospheric** [PIG21]. **Atoms** [TS01]. **Attack** [LY07b]. **Attacks** [LLS05]. **Attention** [Ra23, SM23]. **Attention-Based** [Ra23]. **Attentive** [IMM22]. **Attenuation** [FLH+07]. **attribute** [RFT04]. **Augmentation** [AP23]. **Augmented** [MRBL05, PSDM22]. **Authentication** [AAA+19, BVG22, BB22, CN21, DR20, FR16, KZ09, LPS15, LME23, MRH23, PBC05, SSA13, SYLC05, TK03, Way01]. **Author** [Ano01, Ano02, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05a, Ano06, Ano07a, Ano08a, Ano09, Ano10, Ano11, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Ano16, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, Ano20, Ano21, Ano12]. **Autoencoder** [JM22]. **Automata** [PAG+21, BH02]. **Automated** [BR22, FRC20, KS21d, MB04, MR04, TM04, VRH+23]. **Automatic** [AK04, AA11, BCB16, BYN22, DPR06, ESJaO23, FB02, GOO+16, HJ13, HEB19, HTC22, HMM05, HL13, JKW+15, Kami08, KO04, KK04, LWZ17, LWY14, MMSC11, PP21, Sar04, SLN04, STB10, SB20, SRBZ01, TG08, WF05, WZF18, YLPC08, ZS06, KKB02]. **Automation** [SGKA23]. **Autonomous** [SMA+18, ZLG+07]. **AVC** [ASM07]. **Averaging** [PB16]. **axial** [TMB20].

B [DG10, DS12, SPK08]. **B-Spline** [DS12, SPK08]. **B-Tree** [DG10]. **Back** [BM14]. **Background** [GGTC22a, Ref15, RCH02]. **band** [RS22]. **Bandwidth** [KNN10]. **Bangla** [PDH+21]. **Bank** [PGW04]. **Bar** [WZW07]. **Based** [AM07, Abd17, AK09, ABK+23, AAL+21, ANC17, AI06, AIBA14, APC17, AKE19, AD20, ASR20, AL16, BCB16, BMS06, BM14, BG14, BNE18, Bin19, BKKP22, BF11, BSS07, BRAS21, CVdS16, CNS+15, CUB23, Cha08, CHT09, CZS+19, CDD05, CG23, CN21, CBCT07, DPSA23, DMI3, DR20, DLZ+11, DG09, DS19, DMS07, DDV03, Dut19, ES10, FPHL06, Far17, FMH12, Fen01, FZYH08, FJS11, FLW+12, GA22, GLX09, GSP+08, GS23, GJ20, GS22, GY06, GJ22, GSSM22, HJ13, HTCZ21, HTC22, HKP+19, HK22, HZH15, He12, HHL+08, HLM23, HRH+10, Hu05, HAO08, II15, JS21, JM22, JM23, JZH14, JU13, JRR20, JMB21, KRS17, KDAB19, KT07, KAE21, KH20, KKKH14, KRS19, KS20, KM21, KMA22, KM22, KJJ+23, KNP23, KKK22, LNW06, LK02, LN12, LME08, LSZ01, LPZ06, LY07b]. **Based** [LSSH12, LZF15, LPL14, LLZ03, LHS05, LZZ07, LLW+11, LZZ+13, LWY14, LME23,
Cancelable [CTI05]. Cameras [JSW12]. Camouflaged [Mon20].

Capsule [PH23, VRH+23]. Capture [CD22, CS18]. Caption [NJ20]. Camera-Imaged [BR05].

Cameras [GGS19]. Cardiac [PH23, VRH+23]. Carcinoma [GGS21].

Cardiomegaly [SR23a]. Carlo [XWB06].

Cascade [DR20]. Case [JRR20, PK22]. Case-Based [JRR20]. Casting [LN12].

Casual [LSMC16]. Cat [JKM21].

Catadioptric [FO08]. Categorization [Hei12, XG07]. CBI [JRR21a]. Cell [KD22, WZF18].

Cells [KMA22, SJ12].

Cellular [PAG+21]. Cerebro [GKS21].


Chains [AL16]. Challenge [CM23].

Challenges [CG21, GA23, KS21c, SR23b].

Chanfer [Cha08]. Channel [JS21, PCLH21, SYL05]. Chaos [RR11, SK21].

Chaos-Based [RR11, SK21].

Chaotic [PPS21, SCM+23, TSAS22].

Character [AK14, BNE18, CDD05, CW05, JS18, MBN13, SNL12, SU15].

Character-Based [ES10]. Characterization [AG09, GJ22, MS04].

Characters [CC00, DK05, LS09].

Chebyshev [VR09]. Check [PGW04].

Chess [CG23]. Chest [AR02].

Chinese [HWL+06]. Chromatic [DC05].

Chromosomes [AD20]. Circles [AK04].

Circular [Haw07, PDB12, KO04].

CkMeans [HEB19]. Class [SRK22a, TA16, XG07]. Classes [CGP03].

Classical [KS21a]. Classification [ABK+23, AI06, APC17, AS01, AD20, ARO21, BH10, DP20, DAW01, HK22, HL13, JERK23, JS18, KKT+23, KS20, KMA22, MNB13, MG23, NESW06, NNO19b, PSDM22, PH23, PS22, PAG+21, RPR23, SJ21, SRK22a, SM21, TAJ23, TSZ+17, TA16, TSAS21, VRH+23, SS02].


Clipping [RAW19]. Clock [GP16]. Closed [MS04].

Clothing in [MVM20].


Clustering [AM07, BMS06, BKK22, CVDS16, HEB19, HRH+10, KSG05, KS20, NIT13, SNL12, VO21, YZ21, SLB21].

Clusters [MA21]. Cluttered [JTK20].

CMA [SL11].

CNN [AR02, BR22, ESJaQ23, GGS21, MG21, PBK23, VP22, ZZ21].

CNN-Based [MG21, AR02, GGS21].

Co [KSG05, NA09].

Co-Evolutionary [KSG05].

Co-Occurrence [NA09].

Coding [WZW07].

Codebook [AM07]. Coded [BMK19].

Coders [LSZ01].

Codification [CCL+07].

Coding [AB17, BFT11, BVG22, CCAS11, CZ01, HHG+10, KM12, PS01, STP23, SSP21, SC21, SWZM03].

Coefficient [Bin19, Sal22, YL16, YW16].

Coefficients [MCT23, PG21, YG20].

Coherence [HKP+19, WZZG04, WLW+07].

Coherent [KGM09].

Coiflet [DMMS07].

Collaborative [CGG+06, GCO+06, TSZ+17, ZLG+07].

Collection [JG14]. Collections [HFC22].

Colon [Kha22]. Colonoscopy [DPC+10].

Color [ASJ20, BS19, CNV+14, CNS+15, FR16, GCM23, Has21, HHFA22, HRH+10, HL13, LME08, MR16, NNO17b, PAD11, RMRG18, TYKO14, TTL07, VGO9, VH07, VGO9, VH07].
WSL02, WCY11, WZPW11, WG01, YHZ06, ABH+02. Color-Texture-Edge [YHZ06].
Colored [Ref15]. Colorization [DF11].
Colors [Has21]. Colour [Nno23].
Combination [CHT09, SAS22].
Combinations [RDKS22]. Combined [JBC13, LLS05, PM17].
Combining [BS19, DAM08, LZW06, MMSC11, TMSS04, WYL12].
Commodity [Cai16, YPYW04].
Common [AK09, FD08]. Communication [HFI15, LK23].
Comparative [CYV17, LGD23, OJD23, OJD20, SV22, WAI21].
Comparing [FGT15, KH13]. Comparison [BBG15, LSZ01, NM20, SM21, RFT04].
Compatibility [Far17]. Compensation [CA06, FLH+07, LSMC16]. Competitive [SM23].
Complete [Ra]20, ZI21, ABH+02. Complex [GM16, KT07, KKW06, KMSP17, WGPC03, WSZ09].
Compressed [GBG13, I]U22, HLT+11, PF02, SGB20, WPGF09, YCWZ09].
Compression [ASJ20, BFT11, BM11, CA06, CF05, CCAS11, GJ20, HS06, Hu05, JM23, KJJ+23, LSZ01, LH05, PS01, RS16, Ra]20, RM21, SP11, SPM13, SM14, SSP21, SK09, SRM09, SR16, SS21, TsaS22, Won09, LPS02].
Compression-Encryption [JM23].
Computation [CHY07, Hos07, LBP05, dV20, Ska06, Ska08, ZQJ09].
Computational [Hel12, MG23, XWB06].
Computed [I]23, KKT+23, NNNS18].
Computer [BP23, BB21, DP22, HZ15, JZHL14, LF15, PDH+21, SS16].
Computing [GR01, GA01, KJJ+23]. Concept [DG10, RR13]. Concurrent [FGT15].
Conditional [RDP21]. Confident [YLPC08]. Confocal [GCO+06].
Congestion [PK21]. Congruency [LPS15].
Conic [SK15]. Connectivity [TAJ23, ZZY+22]. Constrained [CS08, MSC13].
Constraints [BAR20, BJ16]. Constructing [WLZ10].
Construction [FJ12]. Constructive [KTK02]. Contactless [ANC17].
Content [AAA+19, ASR20, BKKP22, DDV03, Fen01, HTCZ21, HLB01, KM21, KM22, LZS01, NPZ01, PK01, WCFT03].
Content-Based [ASR20, BKKP22, DDV03, Fen01, HTCZ21, KM21, NPZ01, WCFT03]. Context [Hel12].
Context-Based [Hel12]. Contexts [LZW06]. Continuous [CYZ09, MA12, SNdL18].
Contour [Ggg18, GMLASV18, LQDZ15, MR12, OSN03, PDH+21, SD01, TS02, TTK04].
Contour-Point [GMLASV18].
Contourlet [JU13, NRK20]. Contours [DPR06, WL12].
Contrast [MT13, MCT23, Nno23, SDY19, TT06].
Contribution [KS21d]. Contributions [NM20].
Control [MM17, SSH17, SKL15, ZTT05].
Convergence [VS22]. Conversion [OCL+01, SDK18].
Convolution [EPSF23, LME23].
Convolutive [AP23, Are21, HEB19, HLM23, KGSG22, KM22, ND21, PB23, SAG+22, STPG23, SRK22a].
Cooperative [BHMB21, KS05, LGS+01].
Coordinate [ZYH05]. Coordinates [Ska06, Ska08].
Copy [CG21, Ra]23, SAS22, SR23b].
Copy-Move [CG21].
Core [CFWF03, TS01].
Cos [JAG21].
Corner [AICA14].
Coronary [HSEJ03]. Correcting [TY02].
Correction [HJ13, LN12, Nno20, Nno23, WA122].
Correlated [IMM22].
Correlation [BB22].
Correspondence [GMLASV18, MA12, OSN03, KK04].
Corridors [PK21].
Cosegmentation [ZL12].
Cosine [SK21].
Coupled [NRK20].
Courteous [PG04].
Courts [WHC13].
CoV [GSSM22].
Covariance [YCVdS17].
Cover [GA05].
COVID [GSSM22, ARO22, GSSM22]. COVID-19
Dermo-Epidermal [WSO+03].
Description [Hei12, PK01, TSAS21, SL02].
Descriptive [DP23]. Descriptor
[CvdsS16, GMLASV18, GJJ22].
Descriptors [AL10, NNNS18, PSM22, SP11, VDPT19, WCRW01]. Design
[AM07, AKS+08, ASR20, CA06, CGG+06, HC10, LF08, LGS+01, PBK23, RS21, Sar04, YCL13]. Designing [EBA15, MTVM01].
Despeckling [KJ21, SW20, SW21]. Detail
[PS23]. Details [STPG23].
Detect [GKS21, GSSM22, MCS13]. Detecting [CML07, WHC13].
Detector [AIBA14, KS10]. Detectors [JC01]. Determination [BBB+05].
Deviation [LXX+01, RFT04]. Device
[AK15, CRM08, MBN13, Sch03]. Device-Based [MBN13]. Devices [Nno19a].
Dewarping [WA12]. Diabetic
[GGC18, NM20, NSS23, SG21]. Diagnoses
[JRR21a]. Diagnosis
[CBU23, JAG21, JRR21b, KKT+23, NM20, SR32a, SS16, SJK+21, SSR20, VRH+23, WLP+07, ZZY+22]. Diatoms [FB02].
Dichromats [MTH19]. Different
[CDD05, GLN17, NK20, Nuo21, PS12, YL16, YW16, ZSS08]. Digit [PM17]. Digital
[AAA+19, AS08, AMB16, BJ13, CBCT07, GCM23, GGS19, GP16, HA008, JKM21, MT13, PB16, RR13, SSS04, SSR23, SR23b]. Digitally [DC05]. Digits [NESW06]. Dimensional [GOO+16, HSEI03, KGM09, KS21, MI17, NG07, WZZG04, WX007].
Dimensionality [RDS23]. Direct
[MMP+14, PB16, TA16, UH02]. Directed [WCB12]. Direction [YW14]. Directional
[KM21, NR20, WZZG04, YW14]. Directions [CG21]. Disaster [KGSA22].
Discovery [KHYV02]. Discrete
[JBC13, KS21, KDA19, LLL01, MA12, RSG22, SK21]. Discriminant [BB22, JS18]. Discriminating [ATA14]. Discrimination
[BP23]. Discriminative [SC16]. Discriminatory
[CGB11, SS16, SJK+21, SGTG22].
Displacement [MH10]. Display
[AKS+08, AK14, K automát. 08]. Displays
[BS04, HF15]. Distance [ASR20, Cha08, GA01, ND21, SB15, We14, YW14, ZDT05].
Distance-Based [ZDT05]. Distances
[MII17]. Distant [YL10]. Distortion
[BFT11, BT05, FLW+12, GS22, MM17, TY002]. Distributed
[CGB+06, DRR20, KM12]. Distribution
[GGTC22b, Sch03, SRK22b, MA02].
[BHM21, CW05, DS19, FLW+12, KB15, MN08, Nno22, RTP+23, WA21, WA12]. Documents
[AW05, GGTZC22b, DK21, Ref15, SGM15]. Domain
[AS08, BVG22, BS19, BRAS21, CA06, CFC05, DM13, GA22, GM16, LWL08, MR16, NK11, NKR20, PBC05, RLYZ06, SGB20, SK21, YCWZ09]. Domains [APC17]. Dominant
[DG09]. Dose [CSZ+19]. Double [KP23]. down
[SS21]. Downsampling [SK09]. DPSO
[NSS23]. Drawing [AU07, CM23, PP01].

Dress [RI05b]. Driven
[CYZ09, KK15, TC14, WL12]. DSIT
[LK23]. DTCWT [BRAS21, DPR18]. DTT
[SPM13]. Dual [DL13b, LSM16, LSES07].

Dual-Planar [LSMC16]. Ductal [GGS21].

Due [GS03]. During [RK22]. DWT
[DRP20, LHS05, PBC05, SSF23, SGB20].

DWT-Based [LHS05, SGB20].

DWT/IDWT [DPR20].

Dynamic [CFC05, CMR08, JY22, JZH14, JBC13,
LK23, MF22, LSMC16, LSES07, WCC+06, YKA08].

Dynamical [KTK02].

Dysfunction [GS03].

Ear [LME23]. Early [RTP+23]. Earth
[Wei14]. EBCD [AIBA14]. Echo [GBG13].

Echocardiogram [CBU23]. ECNN [VJ23].

ECNN- [VJ23]. Edge
[AIBA14, BBG15, CM23, GRDM19, HAO08,
ANO03b, ANO03c, ANO03d, ANO04b,
ANO04c, BEN04, LLMR07, LIU02b].

Education [LFZL06]. Effects
[BB20, RI05b].

Effective [AK23, POR09, VDP19, YG20].

Effectiveness [SSN07].

Ear [LME23]. Early [RTP+23]. Earth
[Wei14]. EBCD [AIBA14]. Echo [GBG13].

Echocardiogram [CBU23]. ECNN [VJ23].

ECNN- [VJ23]. Edge
[AIBA14, BBG15, CM23, GRDM19, HAO08,
KS10, NNO22, OCL+01, SDY19, WC11,
WCB12, YHZ06, dSMP15, BH02].

Edge-Based [AIBA14, NNO22].

Edge-Directed [WCB12]. Editing
[LTJY05, XP203]. Editorial
[ANO03b, ANO03c, ANO03d, ANO04b,
ANO04c, BEN04, LLMR07, LIU02b].

Education [LFZL06]. Effect [BB20, RI05b].

Effective [AK23, POR09, VDP19, YG20].

Effectiveness [SSN07].

ASJ20, JN14. Efficacy [VS22].

Efficient [BDD23, BYNZ05, BHM21, DP20, DG10,
DDV03, HOS07, HON03, KNN10, KGH01,
KNP23, MZT01, OCL+01, PIG21, SRF09,
SR16, TASS22, VP22, VG09].

Eigen [BHA17]. Eigenspace [RI05a, RI05b].

Eigenspaces [LHW02].

Elastic [WF05, ZYN06]. Elderly [HAS21].

Element [SW05]. Elements [ADV02].

Elevation [PP21]. Elimination
[MNB13, PIG21]. ellipse [KO04]. Elliptic
[JKM21]. Embedded
[BFT11, GLX09, NNO19a, SM14, ZZY+22].

Emission [CFC05]. Emotion [DP23, SH20].

Empirical
[RDSS22, SSN07, SSR20, SMR15].

Employing [VK22]. Enabled [KKT+23].

encoded [BH02]. Encoder [AAL+21].

Encoding [GJ20, RS16, RAJ20].

Encryption [JM23, KB10, LY07b, PPS21,
SP23, SC+23]. Encryption/Decryption
[KB10].

Endoscopic [PH23]. Endothelial [WZS18].

Energy [dV20, WL12, ZS12]. Engineering
[AU07, HMM05, LKO2, LTJY05, RR13,
ZHA02]. Enhanced
[BR21, FTWR17, GCO+06, JS21, JJ22,
KS21a, KM21, WOO09].

Enhancement
[ALT03, BJ13, EPSF23, GGS19, GMYL10,
HAS21, HLM23, MT13, MCT23, MTR19,
NNO17a, NNO17b, NNO20, NNO23, OJD20,
RA22, RSG22, SMA+18, SRK22b, PL02].

Ensemble
[ABK+23, GLX09, JERK23, SK22]. Entities
[AU07].

Entropy [BCB16]. Entry [PK21].

Enumeration [OSN03]. Environment
[COR606, GSF+03, KAN05, NMM10, POO02,
SV22, TCB06].

Environments
[WGP003, ZLG+07]. Epicardial [HSE103].

Epidermis [WZO+23]. Epilepsy [ZZY+22].

Equalization
[GLN17, dV20, NNO22, NNO23,
WSZ09, ZAS06].

Equation-Based [dV20]. Equations
[FR23, NNO17a].

Equilibrium
[DPSA23]. Equivalence [HAO17]. Error
[DPSA23].

Estimating [ZOU08].

Evaluation
[AAS04, AVS13, AL16, ASM07, CA06,
DM08, EFX+05, GS03, HKP+19, JR20,
KRS19, MNB13, MA21, NNO21, NBB05,
PDB12, SR23a, YCVdS17, YPYW04,
YCWZ09, ZLL+07, KLO2, TMB04].

Euclidean [GA01]. Evaluating [RS16].

Evaluation
[AP23, HYC05, KAN02, PL14,
LIO10, MMP+14, NMM10, RA19, SVM18,
SR20, SMR15].

Evolution [BNE18].

Evolutionary [KSG05, SVM18]. Exact
[KZC07].

Excluding [WWS05]. Exit
Expectation [WCZC10].
Expeditions [DSM18]. Experimental
[BJ13]. Experiments [LK02]. Exploration
[SB15]. Explore [SP21]. Exploring [LN12].
Exponential [HZG07, PB16, WSZ09].
Expression [BDD23, GBP23, SBDN22, WXS+18, ZYNC06, dSP16]. Extending
[MTH19]. External [KS21d]. Extra
[PS22, Ruk20]. Extraction
[ABK+23, AK14, AK15, BYN22, CBU23, CS08, CS18, Dut19, EPSF23, FA06, FTWR17, FZYH08, GGTC22a, GCC18, JBC13, KH11, KVSM11, LWZ17, LZS01, NETM10, PBK23, PM17, Ra23, RDKS22, SP11, SAS22, SSN07, TMSS04, YHZ06, ZZ18, ZWM23, SS02]. Extractor [ZZ18]. Extremely
[RM21].
Face [AH03, Bh17, Bin19, CHZ+03, DP23, DA04, FGT15, GLX09, HWI01, HRH+10, JJ22, KDAB19, KZ09, LME23, WC11, MR06, MLG+03, NMR11, PW05, PBK23, Ran12, SC16, SWC07, SL09, SWZM03, XTL07, XLIW, Yan01, YF20, ZSCG07, Liu02a, WSL02]. Faces [ATA14, CML07].
Facial [BDD23, DR20, DA04, GBP23, GS03, MLG+03, SBDN22, SL10, WXS+18, ZYNC06, dSP16]. Factor [CYV17].
Factorization [MKH16]. Family
[CHZ+03, KH20]. Farsi [A1KE19]. Fashion
[VCL13]. Fast
[AM07, Abd17, AAL+21, CHY07, CZ01, CC06, FLH+07, GPPA04, HON03, LC12, LLY18, PSM04, PPS21, PB16, Sal22, SW05, TQJ01, TMBO4, ZH21, KL02]. Faster [LS03]. Feature
[AD20, ASR20, BYN22, BNE18, Bin19, CZS+19, DR20, DLZ+11, DA04, FPHL06, FZYH08, GGTC22a, KVSM11, LM10, NBRR10, PM17, Ra23, RDKS22, SP11, SAS22, SSN07, TMSS04, YHZ06, ZZ18, ZWM23, SS02]. Feature-Based [AD20]. Features
[ATA14, AKE19, Bha17, CS08, CZW+17, CMR08, FB02, GBP23, GJ22, GFZ14, HTCZ21, HLBO1, HL13, Kha22, LZW06, Mon19, SH20, SAS22, SSR20, SC16, SCY12, VG09, WLZ10, YKA08, dSP16]. Feed
[SK09]. Feed-Forward [SK09]. Feedback
[CW05, DDV03, KM12, LY07a, LLW+11, WZX02, WCFT03]. Feedback-Based
[LLW+11]. Feedback-Free [KM12]. Fetal
[KK22]. Fiber [SAA+07, YW14]. Fidelity
[BMK19]. Fiducials [DAM08]. Field [DP22, LW06, SKL15, YCZ09, YDZ11, YM04]. Field-Based [SKL15]. Fields
[CDD05, PKN23]. Film [BJ13]. Filter
[AK23, BH20, BGG15, BJ16, Cha08, CDD05, MG21, NIT13, Nno20, PG21, RP23, RSG22, SVM18, SV20, SV21, Sal22, VSK18, YW14]. Filter-Based [CDD05, Nno20]. Filtering
[DL13b, GCM23, LME08, NBB05, ZQJ09]. Filters [EPSF23, FMH12, Lu04, SSF23]. Finding [ADV02, AK09, KGH01, VG09]. Fine [VDBK21]. Fine-Tuned [VDBK21]. Finger
[B22, MRH23]. Finger-Branch
[B22]. Fingerprint
[ALT03, AK23, BBB+05, CMR08, DS19, GFZ14, K03, NA09, RM21, ZYZ05]. Fingerprint-Based [DS19, K03]. Fingerprinting [LZ15, TK03]. Fingerspelling [SGM11]. Finite
[SW05, BH02]. Firefly
[ETB22, SMA+18, SM23]. Fisher
[JS18, XTL07]. Fitting
[BB21, FLW+12, WL12]. FKNN
[KKKH14]. Flexible [BS04]. Flow
[FLW+12, KKK22, dV20, YCZ09, ZQJ09]. Flower [JSJ22]. Fluctuation [YTW11]. Fluid [GKS21, KGM09]. Fluid-Mix
[NSS23]. FO-DPSO [NSS23]. Fog [ZH21]. Food
[KRS19]. Forest [GJ22, ROAK14].
Forestation [Dut19]. Forests [GFZ14].
Forgery [CG21, Raj23, SAS22, SR23b].
Form [MS04, MB04]. Formation [LLMR07]. Forms [Haw07]. Formulation [Nno19a]. Forward [SK09]. Fourier [LPZ06, SD01]. Fourth [Nno23].

Genetically [Kha22, SLBK02]. Geometric [AD20, BS04, FJ12, LLS05, NVN+12, PDB12, RLKB01, SWR+01, VR09, ZH21]. Geometrical [MS04, dSP16]. Geometries [Cai16]. Geometry [Liu10, KKB02].

Gestation [CG21, LGD23, SP21]. Gray [DA10, GKS21, Hos07, PB16, WZZG04, YL12, YW12, BR21, MCT23]. Gray-Level [DA10, WZZG04, YL12, YW12].

Gray-Scale [PB16]. Grayscale [CDD05].
Grey [SG21]. Growing
[DSA15, LWZ17, SB20, KO04]. GRU
[PBK23]. GRU-Based [PBK23]. Guest
[LLMR07]. Guide [FD06, Lie01]. Guided
[AMR+10, BBS+21, Sal22, MA21]. Gumbel
[Kit17]. Gurmukhi [JLS09, SGKA23].
GVTI [JM22]. GVTI-AE [JM22]. GWO
[MCT23].

H.264 [ASM07]. H.264/AVC [ASM07].
Haar [CZW+17]. Haar-Like [CZW+17].
Hahn [GCB+09]. Hair [LG03]. Hand
[AK15, JZH14, KSG05, KZ06, RA13,
SAG+22, SDK18]. Hand-Held [AK15].
Handheld [MBN13]. Handling [Pal01].
Handwriting [GGTC22a]. Handwritten
[AKE19, DK05, JS18, NESW06, PGW04,
PM17, RDKS22, Ref15, SNL12]. Haptic
[HWL+06, ZSAS06]. Hardware
[CH08, KKW06, Nno17a, Nno17b, VP22,
YPYW04, ZSLX08].
Hardware-Accelerated [ZSXL08].
Hardware-Visibility [KKW06]. Harmonic
[HS06, Haw07]. Hash [PPS21]. Hausdorff
[WB02]. Hazing [Nno19a, Nno19b, Nno21].
Hazy [Nno20]. HD [LLLY18]. HDR
[LSSH12, SS21]. Head
[ANC17, HFI15, MR04, NVN+12]. Heart
[CUB23, RS21, SD01]. Held [AK15].
Hessenberg [SSFC99]. Heuristic
[LQDZ15]. Hexagonal [VS22]. Hexrep
[VS22]. HHO [KKJ+23]. HHO-Based
[KJJ+23]. Hidden [GLX09, MA12, WS02].
Hiding
[AAA+19, GA05, LHS05, TYM12, VDKP05].
Hierarchical [BZ10, SPM13, SM23].
Hierarchies [LSES07]. High
[BM11, DPR18, FTWR17, HZZ11, MR04,
RM21, SG13]. High-Definition [HZZ11].
High-Quality [BM11, MR04].
High-Resolution [FTWR17]. Hindi
[SU15]. Histogram [GGTC22a, HL13,
MTH19, SU15, YDZ11, ZH21, SRK22b].
Histogram-Based [SU15]. Histograms
[YHZ06]. Histopathology [GGS21].
Historical [BHM21]. HMB [GGTC22a].
HMM [AKE19]. HOG [SC16, SH20].
Homogeneous [Ska06, Ska08].
Homomorphic [Nno17a, SP23]. Horizon
[IKY02]. Hough [CS08, SL02, WCXL05].
HRCT [MMSC11]. HRV [TSJ20]. Hue
[I15, MTH19]. Human
[APC17, AD20, Aro21, CBCT07, FJ12,
FB02, HRH+10, IMM22, KK15, KK22,
LYL12, MLG+03, NETM10, RI05a, SBH08,
SFC08, SL10, TYM12, TMS204, VDPT19,
WSO+03, WX07, Yan01, YCL13, ZL05].
Human-Interpretable [FB02]. HVS
[BBG15, RMG18]. Hybrid
[BR21, BBS+21, CNw+14, CUB23, DR20,
DAM08, DPR18, GBP23, HK22, KBL11,
KS10, Kha22, KP23, Nno17b, Ran12, RR05,
SVM18, SV21, SW05, SG13, VSK18, YG20].
Hyper [ZZY+22]. Hyper-Network
[ZZY+22]. Hyperdimensional [SFC92].
Hyperledger [SP23]. Hyperplasia [HL09].
Hyperspectral [AAL+21, DSG23].

ICP [YCVD17]. Identification
[BB20, FB02, HL09, KGM09, KDAB19,
RA22, RDKS22, RM21, Sch03, SKL21].
Identifying [RK22]. IDH [GJ22].
IDH-Based [GJ22]. IDWT [DPR20].
iFACE [HW01]. Illumination
[LSMC16, Nno19b, XWB06, ZWM23].
Illustrative [Cai16]. Image
[Abd17, AHMS22, ALT03, AAL+21, AI06,
AK04, AMR+10, AA11, Ano07b, ASR20,
AL16, BH02, BM14, BVG22, BR22, BBB+05,
BJ16, BP23, BS19, BM11, BHM21, BRAS21,
CNS+15, CG21, CD22, CHT09, CSZ+19,
CDD05, CW05, CCAS11, DM13, DLZ+11,
DP20, DA10, DS19, DMMS07, DL13a,
DDV03, Dut19, EZ21, ETB22, FPJ06,
Far17, FZY08, GA22, GM16, GWZ07,
GPPA04, GY06, GMY10, GCO+06, GKS21,
HCTZ21, HSE103, HS06, HHFA22, HZ11,
HZH15, HCL12, HHL+08, HRH+10, Ha05,
Image

Mon19, NVN+12, NIT13, NRK20, NCM+21, Nno19b, Nno20, Nno21, Nno22, OLHL08, PSM04, Pal01, Pal21, PCLH21, PG21, PC03a, PS22, PKN23, PCV10, PAG+21, Por09, PK14, PS01, PS12, RS16, Raj20, RA22, RDPP21, RP23, RR21, RRR23, Ref15, RYLZ06, SN18, SS23, SAG+22, SV20, SV21, Sal22, SMA+18, SP11, SSFC09, SPM13, SM14, Shan1, Sha22, SAS22, SMSK18, SSBD23, SLSZ09, SB20, SM09, SSA13, SL09, SL11, SBYG04, SYLC05, SDY12, SS21, TB18, TYO02, TC14, TAS02, TSZ+17, VS22, VG09, VS13, VSK18, VJ23, WAI21, WAI22, WOX02, WCF03, WF05, WC11, WCY11, WZPW11, WCB12, WL12, WYZJ18, WD23, WXS+18, XHB08, XL07, YG20, Yan01, YL12, YMA03, YH06, YL16, YW16, ZH12, Zha02, ZL12, ZZW06, ZS12, ZLU+07, EK02.

Image-Adaptive [YG20].

Image-Based [GY06, SBYG04, YA03, KKG23].

Image-Driven [TC14].

Imaged [BT05].

Imagery [BFT11, KGAS2A, SG13, SWR+01].

Images [AK14, AK23, Aro21, Aro22, BMK19, CB16, BH20, BLYN12, CHBY07, CBU23, DPP06, ESJÀ23, FR16, FG15, GKV23, GMC23, GLN17, GGS19, GMYL10, GBG13, GP16, GSSM22, HKP+19, Hs12, Hf18, Ho17, HAO08, JMQ2, JSJ22, JU13, JH10, JKM21, KHI12, KSJ21, Kan05, KT07, KSG05, KKT+23, KHI13, KMA22, LZZ07, LZZ+13, LWLY08, LHT+11, MS17, MR16, MMSC11, MR09, MKS+09, MBN13, MF22, NK20, NVN+12, NLC+09, NNSN18, Nno23, NBB05, O003, PSM02, PH23, PBC05, PB16, PBHM03, PB23, Raj19, RA22, RSG22, RM21, Sar04, SSP21, SRG22, SB22, SKL21, SKC20, SR23b, SRK22h, SM02, TSY03, THW+07, TM04, TSAS21, VDB21, WSO+03, WZZG04, WL12, WU09, WU04, WCZ10, YH12, ZLK05, ZS06, EK02].

Imaging [DSG23, HN02, II23, LLM07, VRH+23, XHB08].

Imbalanced [SK22].

Impaired [PCV10].

Impairment [YTW11].

Imperatives [GA23].

Implementation [AKS+08, AR06, GP14, KB10, KM12, Nno19a].

Implicit [FG06, TYO02, ZHA22].

Implicits [BG14].

Impostor [CC06].

Improve [Has21, LBP05, MF22].

Improved [BM14, DDSP13, CD22, JJ22, KM22, LZ15, LZZ07, MT13, Nno19b, RS21, SV21, Sal22, SP11, SM14, SG21, SK09, VH07, WBC12].

Improvement [DF11, LLW+11, MG21, SSN07].

Improvements [LN12].

Improving [CNS+15, CW05].

Impulse [BH20, GMC23].

Imputation [FHR23].

Incomplete [GWZ07].

Incorporating [BS04].

Increasing [GP16].

Independency [RA13].

Independent [BR21, SDK18, WYL12].


Indexed [APC17].

Indexing [HTC22, KMS17].

Indian [RTP+23, RDK22].

Indica [GS23].

Indoor [TR10].

Industry [LK02].

Inertial [PCV10].

Inexpensive [YMA03].

Infected [PH23].

Inference [TSP23].

Informatics [LLM07].

Information [BR04, Dut19, EBA15, FBN01, II15, KM21, KKK2, Lee02, LLM07, PW07, SG13, VDKP05, WC11, ZSG07, ZZY+22].

Information-Theoretic [VDK23].

Infra [Wei13].

Infra-Red [Wei13].

Infrared
Learning-Based
[CBU23, KMA22, LPL14, RP23, VS22].

Least
[TA16].

Legendre
[Hos07, SJ21].

Legible
[Cai16].

Length
[GJ20, Ska06].

Lesion
[NR20].

Less
[Nno17b].

Level
[BJ13, BH10, DA10, Hos07, MR06, MH10, MR12, PZZ01, ROAK14, SLN04, SWR01, WZZG04, WCC06, WCY11, YW11, YL12, YW12, ZL12].

Level-Set
[MR12].

Levels
[JC01, SS21, WZF18].

License
[PDH21].

Lifting
[BVG22, BR22].

Light
[AK15, MPR09, YMG04].

Lighting
[KRS19, ML504].

Lightweight
[CK23].

Like
[CZW17].

Limited
[II23].

Line
[AA11, AK14, BYNZ05, GR01, KVSM11, LBP05, LY12, Raj19, WCXL05, YL12].

Linear
[BBG15, BKKP22, CS08, JS18, LWCC11, WCC06].

Lines
[JLS09, Ref15].

Link
[ETB22].

Lion
[HLM23].

Listless
[SPM13, SM14].

Liveness
[GFZ14].

Liver
[SSR20, SKL21].

Local
[BJ16, FMI12, GJ22, JJJ2, KM21, LPS15, LBP05, LZW06, MS04, PIG21, SAS22, SC16, SWC07, WL12, WYZR18, ZSCG07, ZL12, dSMP15].

Localization
[DAM08, PP21, SR23b, TR10].

Locally
[DK05].

Locating
[YW12].

Location
[MLG03].

Locomotion
[KK15].

Locust
[CG23].

Lo’eve
[NIT13].

Log
[Nno17b, SMA18].

Log-Based
[Nno17b].

Logarithmic
[MZE10].

Logic
[KS10].

Logo
[JBC13, LZ09].

look
[BJ04].

Loops
[LZZ07].

Lossing
[Mon19].

Loss
[LHS05].

Low
[AK14, CZZ19, Hu05, MH10, PSDM22, SP113].

Low-Dose
[CSZ19].

Low-Level
[MH10].

Low-Resolution
[PSDM22].

LSB
[DA10].

Lumigraphs
[MLS04].

Lungs
[MMS11].

LWT
[TB18].

Machine
[Ano07b, GSSM22, HTC22, JERK23, JAG21, KGSA22, KH20, KKT23, NLC09, PSJ20, RK22, RK23, SG12, TA16].

Machines
[YKA08].

Macrotextures
[LBP05].

Magnetic
[LW07, PW07].

Magnification
[ANC17, JS21].

Magnitude
[KKK22].

Mainfold
[OCL01].

Makeup
[Bha17].

Malignant
[KMA22].

Malik
[YW16].

Mammogram
[BH20, BJ13, SJ21, SM21, SM15].

Mammograms
[MT13].

Mammographic
[HK22, MB13, VDK21].

Management
[CHZ03, KKG23].

Mangiferad
[GS23].

Mango
[GS23].

Manipulation
[HPSZ16, LLW11, SWC07, UWH02].

Manta
[HLM23].

Manuscripts
[SDJ09].

Mapping
[HSEI03, JKW15, KNN10, LW06, LXX01].

Maps
[NK21, SBY04, ZSCG08, ABH02].

Marginal
[XLY07].

Marked
[GGTC22].

Marking
[KVSM11].

Markov
[AL16, CL01, GLX09, MA12, Wei14, YDI11].

Matched
[RS21].

Matching
[AL10, BS19, CZZ19, HZZ01, LYP08, NG07, PCV10, ZYNC06, ZYZ05, HU04, KTK02, MB04, WB02].

Material
[KH11].

Materials
[BT05].

Mathematical
[KS10, Raj19].

Mathematically
[Zha22].

Matrix
[FZHY08, MKH16].

Matrix-Based
[FZHY08].

Matrix
[BR21, GKS21].

Matting
[LDG23].

max
[WSL02].

Maximization
[WCZ10].

Maximum
[VG09].

Mayfly
[CG23].

Mean
[DM13, GCM13, HXW13, Mon19, RI05a, ZH21].

Means
[CZZ19, KS20, MA02].

Measure
[BCB16, DM13, GB13, YTW11, WB02].

Measurement
[BMK19, SSB23].

Measures
[TG02].

Media
[DWZ05, KBL11, KGSA22, NNS18].

Median
[BD20, Luk04].

Medical
[AP23, BS19, DPN06, GM16, JS22, KBL11, KD22, KT07, LLMR07, LWYL08, NRK20, PK14].
16

RP23, RRR23, SP23, Sha17, SSP21, STB10, SB20, VJ23, WF05, WL12, YZ04, Zha22.

Melanoma [GA23]. Mellitus [NSS23].

Members [KH20]. Memetic [Mon19].

Memory [HON03]. Menstrual [RS21].

Mental [RK23]. Mesh [BZ10, BG01, LC12, LPZ06, MA12, MKH16, MH10, RFT04, TM04, VDPT19, ZW09].

Meshes [HON03, KVSM11, LLL01].

Meshing [PSM04]. Metabolic [CBCT07].

Metaheuristics [RS22]. Metaspread [Aro21].

Method [Bin19, BM11, DDSP13, CNvW +14, DPSA23, EZ21, FPHL06, Far17, FMH12, GKV23, GGTC22a, HTC22, Has21, II15, KD22, KAE21, LPS15, LZZ +13, MI17, MNB13, MKS +09, NG07, Pal21, PM17, PK21, SV20, SK21, SK22, TSY +03, WSZ09, WCY11, WD23, YL12, ZHY19, ZLY09, ZS06].

Methodology [AM07]. Methods [ALT03, BSS07, DMMS07, FGT15, KB15, OJD20, RR05, Sal05, SW05, SK22, WCC +06, WL12, ZH21, ZLY09, ZS12].

Metric [DLZ +11, LLTY07, LTJY05, YTW11, RFT04]. Metrics [CNS +15].

MicroRNA [KH13]. Microscope [MPR09].

Microscopic [GCO +06, SRK22b].

Microscopy [KD22, SJ12]. Microsurgical [WCC +06]. Microvessel [WZF18]. Mimic [SL10]. min [WSL02]. min-max [WSL02].

Mini [II15, SMA +18]. Minimization [DPSA23, ZS12]. Minimization-Based [DPSA23]. Minimizing [PC03b]. Mining [KHY02, LZZ07, Pou02, RLKB01, UHW02].

Minutiae [BBB +05, FTWR17, LZF15, ZYZH05].

Missing [YL12]. Mix [KGM09]. Mixed [AW05, TSAS22, YW14]. mixture [MA02].

Mobile [MRBL05, Nno19a].

Mobile-Embedded [Nno19a].

MobileNetV2 [PH23].

MobileNetV2-BiLSTM [PH23]. Modal [RRR23]. Modalities [VK22]. Model [ABK +23, CBCT07, DLZ +11, GLX09, GBP23, GGC18, Hel12, HMM05, JM23, Kan02, KNP23, KS21d, LG03, MRH23, PH23, Sal05, SG21, SRM09, SKL21, TV03, TSAS21, VRH +23, WYZR18, YF20, YL16, YW16, Zou08, dSP16, HI04, KTK02].

Model-Based [Sal05, TSAS21, LG03].

Modeled [Zha22]. Modeling [CYZ09, DSA15, HKP +19, LWT02, LTYJ05, LF15, LFZL06, MS04, PZZ +01, SWR +01, TCB06, THBR05, YCL13, MB04].

Models [AA04, CWFW03, DA04, ESS03, GO04, LQDZ15, MA12, NFFP01, PR04, TSY +03, WGPC03, ZW09, MA02]. Modes [Por09].

Modified [EPSF23, JS21, JSJ22, ROAK14, SL11, VP22, VR09, WCXL05, WB02].

Moisture [PB23]. Moments [GCB +09, HHFA22, Hos07, NVN +12, SJ21, VR09].

Monitoring [TTL07]. Monocular [SFC08, ZLX05]. Monte [XWB06].

Morphable [YF20]. Morphing [LLZ03].

Morphological [LLZ03]. Morphological [FJS11, GPAPA04, DOGC +19].

Morphology [KS10, KD22]. Mosaic [FPHL06, LTJY05].

Motion [ADV02, ANC17, ASM07, BR04, BYNZ05, CA06, CZ01, EFY +05, GS03, Kan02, NMM10, NBB05, PW07, RCH02, Sha22, SFC08, SWR +01, TG08, TMS04, XPZ03, ZWZ08, KL02, TMB04].

Motions [FRC20]. Mountain [VH07]. Mounted [HF15, JSW12].


Moving [DSM18, JSW12, WPGF09, Wei13].

MPEG [BR04, LHS05, PK01, WCRW01, YCWZ09].

MPEG-2 [YCWZ09]. MPEG-7 [PK01, WCRW01].

MR [GKS21, LI07, MR04, MF22, SRG22, SB22, WCZC10].

MRI [BR21, BS19, BH10, IUU22, LQDZ15, RSG22, TSAS21]. MSER [SKC20].

Mtar [EAK +06]. Mudras [RDS23].


Multi-band


Oversampling [SK22]. Overview [Nak01]. Ownership [RR11, SP23]. Oxide [WZF18].


Palmprint [FTWR17, KZ09, SRBZ01].


Parkinson [JRR21b]. Partial [Nno17a, Nno22, Nno23]. Partially [DG10, KB10, ZS06]. Particle [NBB05].

Particles [NBR10, SKL15].

Profiles [TS01]. Progenitor [SJ12]. Programmable [LW06].

Progressive [Li10, MNB13]. Prohibited [WCH13]. Projection
[AKS+08, BM14, LSMC16]. Projections [GWZ07, II23]. Projective
[Ska08, WSW05]. Propagation [DPR06]. Properties [BAR20, SP20]. Property
[LPZ06]. Proportional [SBH08]. Prostate
[MF22, SLN04]. Prostheses [DHA10].

Protection [RR11, SP21]. Prototyping
[PZZ+01]. Provable [MCS13]. Pruning
[CG23]. Public [LPZ06, PK21].

Publications [Zha02]. Pulse [NRK20].
Punched [SDK18]. Purpose [Dut19]. Push
[DWZ05]. Puzzles [GOO+16].

Quad [OCL+01]. Quadratic [SSH17].
Quadric [SK15]. Quadtree [KGO11].
Quality [BBS+21, BM11, DM13, DLZ+11, GB13, GP16, LLW+11, LHT+11, MR04, NMR11, OLHL08, PP21, WZPW11, YW11].
Quality-Guided [BBS+21].

Quantification [WZF18]. Quantization
[ASJ20, BM06, Hu05, RJ+23, SRM09, SSA13, Yan08]. Quantization-Based
[SSA13]. Quantizer [Abd17]. Quartic
[DS12]. Quaternion [HHFA22, WZPW11].
Queries [KKW06]. Query [LS03, SSN07].

R [JRR21a]. Radar [ETB22, Kamo08].
Radial [BG14]. Radiogenomic [GJ22].

Radiographic [GJ22]. Radon
[Haw07, HZG07]. Random [GJ22, GFZ14, Kit17, PKN23, ROAK14, SK22, YDZ11].
Range [DMMS07, NBB05, PW05].

Ranking [FGT15]. Rat [VRH+23]. Rate
[BFT11, Hu05, LZ09, RS21, SPM13].
Rate-Distortion [BFT11]. Ratio [BM11].

Ray [GBG13, GSSM22, HL123, LM12, LWLY08, SK15, TSY+03, BCB16].
Ray-Quadric [SK15]. Rayset [GY06].
RBFNN [VS13]. Re [BSS07]. Re-Using
[BSS07]. Reaction [ZSS08].

Reaction-Diffusion [ZSS08]. Reading
[WZW07]. Real
[ATA14, BMK19, BM06, DDP13, GSP+08, HZ15, JZH14, JSW12, NMM10, PDH+21, SNdL18, SD01, YPYW04, Zha22, YZ02].
Real-Time [Zha22]. Real-Time
[BMK19, BM06, DDP13, GSP+08, HZ15, JZH14, JSW12, NMM10, PDH+21, SNdL18, YPYW04, YZ02].
Realism [DF11, Nak01].
Realistic [CC06, LSMC16, THBR05].

Reality [ES10, GSP+08, KMS17, LFZL06].
Reasoning [JRR20]. Reassembly
[GOO+16]. Recognition
[AU07, ATA14, AA11, AKE19, BDD23, BNE18, Bha17, BB20, CL01, DP23, DG10, ETB22, FMH12, FTW17, FZY08, GGTC22a, GLX09, GBP23, HHFA22, HZ15, IMM22, I15, JS18, JZH14, JJ22, KKKH14, KKK22, LZZ+13, LWCC11, MRH23, MII17, MR06, MBN13, NET10, ND21, Pal01, PGW04, PW05, PK23, PM17, PDH+21, PD17, Ri05a, Ran12, RA13, Ray14, SAG+22, SBND22, SLN12, SH20, SLSZ09, SC16, SWZM03, SGM11, SP20, TSY+03, TA16, UPR11, VP22, WXS+18, XTY07, XLW12, YKA08, ZYC06, ZSCG07, dSP16, BJ04, Li02a, MB04].
Recognizing [PP01]. Reconstructing
[LZF15]. Reconstruction [CHT09, CCI+07, DP22, FLH+07, GW07, HSE103, HN02, I12, KZCP07, KS21c, KS06, Pap07, PFQ+15, SK15, SL09, TMSS04, ZL10].
Recovery [PG21, PBC05, SSA13].
Rectification [FLW+12]. Reduced [Wei13].
Reducing [GCM23]. Reduction
[Far17, GLN17, GS22, PAD11, RDS23].
Redundancy [SR16]. Reference
[BR09, DM13, LSZ01, NLC+09].
Reference-Free [NLC+09].
Reference-Watermarking [BR09].
Refinement [Nan09b, SI11]. Reformative
[WCZC10]. Refractions [KTO04]. Region
[AI06, BJ16, DG09, Kit18, LWZ17, LG03, LME23, MT13, Nno19b, Pal21, SSP21, SB20,}


SKC20, WC11, YLPC08. Region-Based [Al 06, MT13]. Region-Wise [BJ16].
Regional [BS19]. Regions [MKS+09, YL12]. Registration [AK04, BS04, CYV17, CH08, HSEI03, JKW+15, KAE21, MZE10, NVN+12, PBHM03, Sha17, Sha22, TY002, WF05, ZS06, HU04].
Regularity [HHL+08, SSF23].
Regularity-Preserving [SSF23].
Regularization [WD23, BH02].
Regularizers [SWR+01].
Rehabilitation [NMM10].
Reinforced [TT06].
related [Zha02].
relation [LPS02].
relations [LPS02].
Relationship [DG10, MII17, ZYZH05]. Relative [SNL12].
relaxation [KTK02].
relevance [LPS02].
Relationship [DG10, MII17, ZYZH05].
Results [LBP05].
Retina [DHA10].
Retinal [EPSF23, HKP+19, HJ10].
Retinal [EPSF23, HKP+19, HJ10].
Retinal [EPSF23, HKP+19, HJ10].
Retinopathy [GGC18, NM20, SG21].
Retrieval [AAE11, ASR20, BKKP22, DS19, DDV03, Fen01, HTCZ21, KM21, KM22, LYS07, LZS01, MA12, PB23, TV03, VDPT19, WCX02, WCFT03, WCY11, WG01, YHZ06, EK02].
Reverse [BSS07, LTJ05, RR13]. Reversible [MM17, MR16].
Review [AU07, ALT03, CGG+06, DSG23, GA23, GGS19, HYC05, IU22, KGSA22, KKG23, MG23, PKN23, PRP23, SB20, SR23b, VK22].
Revisit [SWR+01]. RFA [AMR+10].
RGB [NK20].
Rhythmic [ADV02].
Rice [MG23].
Rider [CD22, JS21]. Rightful [RR11].
Rigid [CYV17, CH08, KAE21, LLZ03, Sha22].
Rime [Zha22]. Risk [RR22].
River [Dut19].
RLS [SSF23].
Road [SBYG04, HU04, TMB04].
Robot [TCB06].
Robust [AIBA14, AW05, AK14, BR09, CZ01, DG10, EAK+06, HU15, JKW+15, KH11, LHS05, MR16, NBR010, Pd21, PBH03, RR11, RGM18, SGBP20, SVM18, SP11, TTL07, WB02, WYL12].
ROI [LWZ17].
Roles [DP22].
Rose [Zou08].
Rotational [HN02].
Rough [SS21].
Rule [GM16, VJ23].
Ruled [Ref15].
Ruled-Lines [Ref15].
Run [GJ20, MSCI13].

SA4 [RM21].
Sail [PB23].
Saliency [TYKO14].
Salp [KM22].
Salt [HHCS19].
Salt-and-Pepper [HHCS19].
Sampled [LN12, LIn10].
Sampling [SS21, XPZ03].
Sampling-Based [XPZ03].
SAR [BJ04, KSJ21].
SARS [GSSM22].
SARS-CoV-2 [GSSM22].
Satellite [BF11, Dut19, KGSA22, KS20, PSMD22, PAC+21, SG13].
Sauvola [EPSF23].
Scalable [HHL+08].
Scalar [MPP+14].
Scale [DL13a, FA06, GCB+09, KHV02, Nno20, PC03b, PB16, SAS22, SS21, WGPC03, ZLG+07, KL02].
Scale-Invariant
[SAS22]. Scale-Space [DL13a]. Scales [LBP05]. scaling [SLBK02]. SCAM [YMG04]. Scan [SKL21, TYM12]. Scanned [STB10, YMA03]. Scans [MR04, WXS07]. Scattered [KS06]. SCCI [RR05]. SCCI-Hybrid [RR05]. Scene [FJ12, GKV23, LSZ01, LZS01, LWY14, SKC20].


Series [LYT06, PF02]. Server [DWZ+05, ZLG+07]. Set [AK09, BME07, BH10, CBCT07, HHFA22, MR12, Ray14, ROAK14, WSO9, ZL12]. Sets [SLN04, SWR+01, TV03]. SHA [PPS21]. SHA-256 [PPS21]. Shading [SW05]. Shadow [DSM18, JY22, MLS+04, ZSL08]. Shadow-Free [DSM18]. Shadows [TSY+03]. Shape [BAR20, CVdS16, CYV17, DS12, EK02, EAK+06, GMLAVV18, HL13, KZ06, LBP05, LWZ06, LTJY05, LFZL06, NNN18, dOGC+19, SSH17, SB15, SG11, TS01, YCVdS17, ZZG06, KTK02, SL02].


Shrinkage [KSJ21]. Sidewalk [ZWW03]. Sign [VP22]. Signal [PG21]. Signals [ZWW08]. Signature [GMLAVV18, LWZ06, SB15, SYL05]. Significance [SP21]. Significant [SS04].
Silhouette [APC17, Cha08, XHB08].
Silicon [CMR08]. Similar [JS18].
Similarity [Abd17, AK09, CNvW+14, CNS+15, LS03, LTY07, PC03a].
Similarity-Based [Abd17, PC03a]. Simple [BKKP22, HON03, OCL+01].
Simplification [CWFW03, HON03, TC14].
Simulating [MTVM01]. Simulation [DHA10, LF15, WCC+06, ZSAS06, ZSS08].
Simulations [KGM09]. Simulator [DPC+10, HWL+06]. Sine [PPS21].
Single [BM14, CWFW03, Nno19b, Nno21, Pal21, PCLH21, SDY19, TC14, ZH21].
Single-Image [PCLH21]. Single-Pass [CWFW03]. Singular [AS08, BR09].
Singularity [HHL+08]. Sinogram [CFC05]. Size [Abd17, MSC13].
Skeleton [CYZ09, ND21]. Skeleton-Based [ND21]. Skeleton-Driven [CYZ09].
Skeletonization [DK05]. Skew [AW05, MHN08]. Skin [CYZ09, NR20, SJK+21, WSO+03].
Skinning [CYZ09]. Sky [Mas19, Nno19b, Pal21]. Slices [CS18].
Slope [RP23]. Small [PK22, WYZR18, Wei13]. Smart [MRBL05, YZ02]. Smearing [BHM21].
Smooth [YL12, YW12]. Smoothing [BBG15, KP23, PS12]. Snakes [GO04, TTK04].
Soil [PB23]. Solution [FD08, Haw07, HU04, KH20, Raj19, Zou08].
Solving [WSZ09]. Some [Sar04, SSBD23, WSZ09]. Sort [KS21a].
Sorting [GS23]. Sources [BF11]. Sourcing [Lee02]. Space [DL13a, HN02, LLW+11, OKI+03, RMG18, STPG23, Sko08]. Spaces [MRBL05].
Spatial-Temporal [YW11]. Spatio [CS18, IMM22, ND21, TSP23].


BH10, BB20, BT05, BSS07, CVdSdS16, CA06, DDSP13, CVnW+14, CNS+15, CYV17, CBU23, CS18, CCAS11, CZ01, CC06, CMR08, CH08, CGP03, DPA23, DM13, DP20, DA10, DAW01, DA04, DDV03, EFY+05, EZ21, ESJaO23, EPSP23, FB02, GPPA04, GS23, GJ22, GKS21, GFZ14, GGS21, HTCZ21, HSEI03, HFI15, HZH15, HLM23, IMM22, JERK23, J22, JBC13, JRR20, JRR21b, KBL11, KSJ21, KS10, KGSG22, KGSA22, Kha22, KKKH14, KZ09, KA13, KM21, LPS15, LSSH12, LZZ+13, LME23, LGS+01, dV20, MRH23, MII17, MNB13, MM17, MG23, MLS+04, MTH19, MSC13, MT13, MR12, NMR11. Using [ND21, NNNS18, NIT13, NBB05, PK22, PSDM22, PH23, PKB23, PPS21, Pap07, PFQ+15, PAG+21, PK14, PB16, PB23, RTP+23, RS16, RA22, RAj23, Rah20, RP23, RR21, RST22, RK23, RS21, RRR23, RYLZ06, RM21, ROAK14, SSP23, SAG+22, SBDN22, SK15, SMA+18, SR23a, SH20, Sch03, SPM13, SS16, SAS22, SJK+21, SSP21, SRC22, SG21, Sj21, SRM09, SSA13, SGTT22, SRK22a, Ska08, SK20, SCM+23, SP20, TSY+03, TV03, TK03, TA16, VG09, VS13, VDBK21, WCF03, WL12, WCZC10, YPYW04, YKA08, ZH21, Aro22, Bha17, CD22, DPR20, KGK23, NCM+21, PDH+21, PSJ20, RFT04, SP23, SGKA23, VRH+23, VSK18, VJ23, WSL02, WB02]. Utilizing [AS01, MZE10].

REFERENCES

HTCZ21, HLB01, JN14, JC01, Pou02, SSN07, TYM12, WYL12, YLPC08, YKA08. Visualizations [AMR+10, EBA15, FA06, GSP+08, GCO+06, KYHV02, KA13, Lee02, LLMR07, MMP+14, MR09, Por09, RDS23, SAA+07, SPC02, Zha22].


VLSI [KB10]. Vocabulary [RA13]. VOI [THW+07]. Volume [Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano05a, Ano06, Ano07a, Ano08a, Ano09, Ano10, Ano11, Ano12, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Ano16, Ano17, Ano18, Ano19, Ano20, Ano21, FA06, FG06, LN12, MNP+14, Ska06, TMSS04, THW+07, WSW05, WCC06, ZDT05, Ano02]. Volumetric [KA13, WSO+03]. Voxels [WSW05]. VR [GCO+06, OKI+03].

Warping [FLW+12, PSM04, WAI22]. Water [TQJN01]. Watermark [KBL11]. Watermarking [AAA+19, AS08, BR09, EFY+05, LZ09, LLS05, LPZ06, LSKC05, MM17, MR16, RR11, RMG18, SGB20, SSFC09, SSA13, SPK08, TB18, YG20]. Watershed [MT13]. Wave [dV20].


WWW [KYHV02]. X [BCB16, GBG13, GSSM22, LWLY08, TSY+03]. X-Ray [GBG13, GSSM22, LWLY08, TSY+03, BCB16].

YCbCr [RMG18].

Zernike [SC16]. ZTR [CCAS11].
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